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In the preceding article (p 97) I described the origins and current structure and functions of the principal systems of external quality monitoring in the United States. As institutions operating in a complex and sometimes contentious area, these organisations have been subject to several pressures for change. This paper examines five of these pressures (box), among which perhaps the most important potential influence is the question of national health care reform.

Balancing internal and external quality improvement initiatives

The concept of continuous quality improvement in health care originates from industrial quality improvement programmes1-5 and emphasises the systematic origin of quality problems. It seeks to improve quality by improving overall performance rather than by detecting "unacceptable care."6 Historically, the external inspection methods of peer review as practised by the Peer Review Organisations have been at odds with this philosophy and have created tension between proponents of continuous quality improvement and external quality improvement. Although criticisms of the external inspection model have been productive in that changes in the Peer Review Organisation programme have resulted, the strength of criticism has created an apparent incompatibility between continuous quality improvement and all forms of external quality improvement.7 The critical task for those charged with designing systems for monitoring quality is not only to find a way of making these two models compatible8 but mutually supportive.9-13 A global system of quality improvement based solely on internal quality improvement presents insurmountable problems as it would be devoid of a system of public protection and external accountability. Conversely, an entirely external system would be equally insupportable because it would have to rely entirely on inspection, generating a cycle of fear and antagonism, and would not create an environment likely to support improvement. There are as yet no examples of systems that have perfected this mix, although some developments such as the Maryland Hospital Association’s quality improvement project suggested that the direction of change is towards integration.

Role of corporate health care purchasers

The increased role of corporate purchasers in attempting to influence health care policy largely stems from a recognition of the effect of spiralling health care costs on the global competitiveness of North American business.14-16 However, various coalitions of large corporations have also been prominent in considering how best to monitor the quality of the care that is purchased on behalf of their employees. In constructing their agreements with managed care organisations, many corporate purchasers have used the expertise of their internal benefits departments or have contracted with external specialists to determine the quality of care offered by competing plans. The details of such analyses are not usually made available to employees, who are often offered a fait-accompli in terms of the available plans and the weightings that are applied to the employees’ contributions to them. If this trend towards corporations organising their own quality assessments were to continue, the overall result would be an increase in the complexity and fragmentation of the system of external review, with a multitude of under-resourced small organisations. The public support given by business coalitions to the National Committee for Quality Assurance, the major quality monitor for the managed care industry, is an attempt to standardise the processes by which quality is monitored and therefore to use the resources allocated to quality monitoring more cost effectively. It may also be seen as an attempt to pre-empt government action on standardising quality improvement mechanisms, as the National Committee for Quality Assurance is an independent organisation. Business coalitions have been prominent in the attempts to get Health Maintenance Organisations to become accredited by the committee and to agree to public presentation of report cards outlining their performance.17,18 The recently announced Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) is a collection of performance measures designed by the committee in collaboration with other groups to meet the needs of
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employers to measure and compare the performance of different health care plans.\textsuperscript{19}

The public release of Health Care Financing Administration Medicare mortality data\textsuperscript{20} has generated considerable controversy, especially about its validity and reliability.\textsuperscript{21-25} Although consumer organisations like the Washington Center for the Study of Services\textsuperscript{26} have tried to make the information more accessible by reducing the statistics to a single volume (from 25 volumes), there is no evidence to suggest that this move has helped individuals to make more informed choices about the hospitals they should attend. The complexity of the data and the difficulty of making statistical inferences from rates based on small numbers suggest that this is unlikely. Although there is no information on how [mortality] data are used by consumers, it would be difficult to argue that they should not be publicly available.
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Although there is no information on how [mortality] data are used by consumers, it would be difficult to argue that they should not be publicly available.

**Role of consumers and consumer organisations**

Direct consumers of health care have an important role in providing information about the quality of care by responding to satisfaction surveys and measuring technical quality by the use of patient focused outcome variables.\textsuperscript{20-22} However, perhaps the more contentious issue is the role of the consumer as user of information about technical quality. The protagonists in the debate about public availability of information on the quality of care are not only involved in an argument about the public’s right to this knowledge nor the feasibility of providing it in a comprehensible fashion. Rather this debate is intimately related to the question of whether or not the solution to the demonstrable failure of the health care market and the general ills of the United States health care system is through pro-competitive reform. Market enthusiasts regard the public release of these data as an important step which will re-enfranchise the consumer of health care, provide purchasers of health care with an improved basis on which to base their purchasing decision, and expedite progress in the development of additional measures that can facilitate comparative evaluations of physicians by consumers. Examples of how various organisations have attempted to “re-enfranchise the consumer” are relatively easy to find.

The public release of Health Care Financing Administration Medicare mortality data\textsuperscript{20} has generated considerable controversy, especially about its validity and reliability.\textsuperscript{21-25} Although consumer organisations like the Washington Center for the Study of Services\textsuperscript{26} have tried to make the information more accessible by reducing the statistics to a single volume (from 25 volumes), there is no evidence to suggest that this move has helped individuals to make more informed choices about the hospitals they should attend. The complexity of the data and the difficulty of making statistical inferences from rates based on small numbers suggest that this is unlikely. Although there is no information on how such data are used by consumers, it would be difficult to argue that they should not be publicly available. Indeed in a celebrated case brought by a news reporter against New York state, the State Supreme Court ruled that comparative information on operative mortality rates for coronary artery bypass grafting held by the State Department of Health could be made publicly available, against the wishes of the state. If the publication of institution specific mortality data is complex, the publication of physician-specific operative mortality rates is highly contentious. The Pennsylvania Health Care Cost Containment Council, an independent state agency responsible for addressing the cost and quality of health care, has produced risk-adjusted mortality rates for the surgeons operating within the state.\textsuperscript{26-29}

The inferences that can be drawn from the data are limited by the numbers of cases involved and therefore by the statistical strength of the data. This is especially true of those clinicians who operate on a limited number of cases. The council acknowledges this by excluding those physicians who operate on fewer than 30 patients a year. If the general relation between volume and quality\textsuperscript{30} holds in this instance, then this creates an immediate paradox whereby those at greatest risk of providing poor quality care are excluded from the analysis.

The impact on the external monitoring organisations of the increasing moves to make information about the quality of care publicly available remains uncertain. It may be that their importance is not in “re-enfranchising the consumer” as the pro-competitive reformers would have it, not only for reasons of feasibility\textsuperscript{31} but also because there is evidence to suggest that even without such data individual decisions are quality-sensitive.\textsuperscript{32} Rather these trends may contribute
in a more general way to an increased awareness among health care providers of the need to be publicly accountable for their results.

Criticisms of existing systems
As the preceding article suggested, the Peer Review Organisation programme (established to monitor the quality of care given to Medicare patients) has been subject to considerable criticism. As a result the Institute of Medicine, a branch of the National Academy of Sciences, was asked by Congress to undertake an extensive review of the whole Medicare quality assurance programme and to devise a new strategy if necessary. Its report suggested the establishment of a national council of experts who could oversee the operations of the Peer Review Organisation programme and report periodically to the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services or to the Congress. The committee decided against the recommendation of an entirely new infrastructure, suggesting instead that Congress should restructure the Peer Review Organisation programme, changing its name to the Medicare Program to Assure Quality and that of the Peer Review Organisations to Medicare quality review organisations.

The recommendations of the Institute of Medicine have not been implemented, although in response to these and other criticisms, the Health Care Financing Administration announced a major change in direction for the Peer Review Organisation programme entitled the Health Care Quality Improvement Initiative. The principal component of this was a reduced emphasis on dealing with individual clinical concerns and increased attention on helping physicians and providers improve mainstream care. Central to this vision was the construction of a database (a uniform clinical data set) in which processes of care could be linked to outcomes, thus shifting the “focus away from performing case by case reviews towards a broader-based epidemiologic analysis of the health care purchased by the Medicare program.” The practical realities of this vision have since become apparent, and the emphasis within the Medicare programme has moved from trying to collect large sets of data to directly measure quality to the construction of smaller data sets that can be used to indicate and monitor quality. The previous quality improvement mechanisms within the Medicare programme have largely ignored ambulatory care, and in the light of the more general shift within the United States health care system towards managed care, the Health Care Financing Administration has started to place greater emphasis on developing quality measurement instruments that are of use in primary care.

The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations has also been attempting to address its critics by reacting to the suggestion that it has historically focused only on the structural and process-oriented elements of quality. In 1986 it launched an “agenda for change,” whose basis was three initiatives. Among these, the survey and accreditation initiative is centred on improving the ways in which the commission assesses organisational and clinical quality by developing indicators of performance, refining risk-adjustment methods, and establishing an ongoing monitoring and evaluation process. The work on clinical indicators had led to the publication of a guidebook on the development and application of clinical indicators. The second and third major initiatives are in education and external communication, designed to improve the interactions of the commission with health care providers.

The commission is hampered by several organisational features which may reduce the effectiveness of its change in direction. Most notably its assessments by teams of inspectors are periodic rather than continuous, and there is considerable organisational distance between the sites being visited and the commission’s headquarters. Also the amount of information linking processes with outcomes is limited. Thus, although the move towards greater utilisation of outcomes in the measurement of quality is in keeping with more general trends, the nature of accreditation is such that an extended role for the commission is unlikely.

Health care reform
The public debate about health care reform in the United States both before and after President Clinton’s election has focused on the twin issues of cost containment and universal access to health care. A wide variety of financing and organisational systems that might be introduced to address these problems has been considered, but, by contrast, relatively little public attention has been given to quality of care. One explanation could be that hitherto most of the public, the...
Changing systems of care given to a particular population. Such an idea has arisen before; indeed, in 1975 Brook et al speculated that “with the coming of national health insurance, the Professional Standards Review Organisation programme will likely expand to review the care provided to the entire population.”\cite{Brook1975} Although such speculation was premature as universal coverage did not arrive, it raised the important question of whether “area-wide review work(s) better than ... review which is coextensive with the agency providing the care.”\cite{Brook1975} The problems that external quality monitoring organisations have historically faced and the various policy pressures that have been described would suggest that such a restructuring may be timely.

Although the Clinton plan has met with widespread approval, the political process of moving from legislation into real change will necessitate many compromises, and the eventual shape of the system may be very different from that proposed in the act. The basic structure of the reforms is for each state to have several health alliances which would be run by the states with federal supervision. A health alliance is a purchasing group buying health care services for thousands of consumers. It is proposed that these organisations will be of two types: regional alliances established by the states and corporate alliances which in general may be set up by employers with more than 5000 employees. Their responsibility would be to collect and distribute premiums, certify health plans, and offer them to consumers. They would be required to ensure that premiums rose no faster than a federally set limit, and they would publish data on the performance of health plans. A range of health plans would be offered by the alliances but would have to include at least one fee for service option which would offer unlimited choice. The cheapest option for consumers would most likely be a managed care plan in which care could be provided only by physicians affiliated to that organisation.

Each year the health alliances will be required to publish a performance report for each of the health plans that they offer, using an established set of national quality measures. These measures will be selected by the council of the National Quality Management Programme, a group of 15 individuals representing the interests of governmental and corporate purchasers, the health plans, the states, health care providers, and the research establishment. The proposed Health Security Act 1993\cite{HealthSecurityAct} is specific about the criteria that the council is to use in drawing up its list. Measures will be developed only for conditions that are significant in terms of prevalence, morbidity, mortality, or cost. The set of measures will have to reflect the range of services that are provided and be of proven reliability and validity. The collection of the data required to calculate the measure will not be allowed to create an undue burden on the organisation or individual providing the information. A criterion is included requiring that measures will be constructed only where sufficient variation exists between individuals and health care providers. The authors of the act have taken on the importance of outcomes of care by requiring that where a chosen measure is a process there must be a clearly established link between that process and a health outcome. Finally if the proposed measure is an outcome of care, the causal mechanisms that lead to that outcome must be within the control of the provider (with risk adjustment were necessary) for it to be included as one of the approved quality measures.

In addition to these measures of quality, the National Quality Management Council will be asked to conduct consumer surveys to gather information about access to care, the use of health services, health outcomes, and patient satisfaction. The sampling techniques of these surveys will be designed to ensure that vulnerable populations at risk of receiving inadequate care are included.

Although the Clinton reform proposals are principally designed to tackle the central issues of universal access to health care and escalating costs, they have also presented an opportunity to review how information about quality is collected and disseminated. The criteria that have been laid out to help the council in selecting its list of quality measures should ensure valid comparisons between health plans on the basis of published information. Indeed, the criteria may be sufficiently strict to limit the list to only a handful of measures. The major step in the act is the creation of a centralised system capable of describing the quality of care at a population level, in marked distinction to the current system of fragmentary institution based assessment. Whether the alliances will simply collate the information provided for them by health plans or will require some form of independent assessment remains uncertain, although the act seems to suggest the former. Given the extent to which states are to be given autonomy in deciding the details of their health care systems, the quality monitoring systems will probably also differ quite substantially between states.

If an independent organisation were required to collect information on behalf of the alliances, there would be several possible contenders for this role. The Peer Review Organisations believe that they have an infrastructure that could be adapted to an extended role particularly as they are already state based, in contrast to the centralised Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare...
Organisations and National Committee for Quality Assurance. However, under such circumstances the success of the Peer Review Organisations would be highly dependent on their ability to establish relations with both providers and purchasers of care based on trust. The current changes under the Health Care Financing Administration’s Health Care Quality Improvement Initiative present an opportunity to demonstrate that such trust is not misplaced.

Conclusions

The current systems of external quality monitoring in the United States are a confused mix of private and public systems, with the principal objectives being split between public protection, quality improvement, and cost containment. These historical roles have been challenged by the increased focus on providing information to consumers and corporate purchasers of care. The debate about health care reform has provided an opportunity to consider the wholesale redevelopment of the system, but the final structure and function of a redesigned system will depend upon which of these objectives is deemed to be most important.

In presenting his proposals to a combined meeting of Congress, President Clinton stated that if “we reformed everything else in health care but failed to preserve and enhance the high quality of our medical care, we will have taken a step backward, not forward.” Whether the quality monitoring system that is proposed in the act “can serve the highest ideals of medical professionalism and ease the potential for destructive confrontation between the economic and medical models of health care” remains to be seen.
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